Sign the declaration


 I intend to live in the Province of Nova Scotia upon arrival in Canada.



 I understand that the Nova Scotia Office of Immigration (NSOI) or Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada may
refuse my application, withdraw my nomination or withdraw my Canadian permanent resident visa if I give false
information or fail to give information as requested.



 I understand that my application will NOT be processed if I fail to provide a complete application or fail to include
required forms and credible supporting documentation.



 By submitting an application to NSOI, I understand that my application may not be processed in the order received, or
all. The decision to process and assess any particular application is at NSOI's sole discretion and NSOI alone
determines the result of the process. Program criteria are eligibility minimums. Meeting program criteria does NOT
guarantee that my application will be assessed, processed, or granted.



 I understand that NSOI does not have to process my application. Applications to the NSOI are treated as an
expression of interest. Officers first look to see that the application is complete and the applicant is eligible for the
nominee program. Other factors that may determine whether an application is processed include:





labour market information
occupational supply and demand forecasting
application volumes
any other factors at the NSOI's discretion



 I will give NSOI my address, phone numbers, and email address no later than 30 days after I have arrived in Canada.
I will inform NSOI every time I change my address, phone numbers, or email address for 3 years after arriving in
Canada.



 I understand everything written in this application. I have asked for and received an explanation for everything that
was not clear to me.



 I declare that the information I have given in this application is true, complete, and correct.

I acknowledge that I have read, understand and agree to this declaration.
{Applicant Name}

Enter your name

Date (dd/mm/yyyy)

Print this Declaration page and have the family members 19 years or older.listed below sign it after reviewing the application.
You must scan the signed Declaration page and attach it to the application form before submitting the application to the Nova
Scotia Office of Immigration. Failure to sign will result in the application being deemed incomplete and it will not be processed.
I acknowledge that I have read, understand and agree to this declaration.

{Spouse name}

Sign your name

NS Demand: Express Entry (Category B)

Date (dd/mm/yyyy)

